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Abstract
Triangle finding (deciding if a graph contains a triangle or not) is a central problem in quantum
query complexity. The quantum communication complexity of this problem, where the edges of
the graph are distributed among the players, was considered recently by Ivanyos et al. in the two-
party setting. In this paper we consider its k-party quantum communication complexity with k ≥
3. Our main result is a O˜(m7/12)-qubit protocol, for any constant number of players k, deciding
with high probability if a graph with m edges contains a triangle or not. Our approach makes
connections between the multiparty quantum communication complexity of triangle finding and
the quantum query complexity of graph collision, a well-studied problem in quantum query
complexity.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Triangle finding
A triangle in an undirected graph G = (V,E) is a set of three vertices v1, v2, and v3 such that
{v1, v2}, {v1, v3}, and {v2, v3} are edges. The problem of deciding whether a given graph
contains a triangle or not is called triangle finding, and has been the subject of thorough
investigations in the past years in both the classical and quantum settings.
In the classical setting, several new applications of this problem have been discovered
recently. In particular, Vassilevska Williams and Williams [20] showed in 2010 a surprising
reduction from Boolean matrix multiplication to triangle finding. Several works followed
(e.g., [17, 21]), which have now placed triangle finding as a central problem in the recent
theory of fine-grained complexity.
In the quantum setting, triangle finding has played a prominent role in the development
of quantum query algorithms. For query algorithms solving graph-theoretic problems like
triangle finding, information about the set of edges E can be obtained only by queries
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to an oracle representing the adjacency matrix of the input graph: given two vertices u
and v of G, the oracle outputs one if {u, v} ∈ E and zero if {u, v} 6∈ E (in the quantum
setting the queries can naturally be done in superposition). The trivial upper bound on
the quantum query complexity of triangle finding is O(n3/2), where n denotes the number
of vertices of the graph, by Grover search. A series of works spreading over more than a
decade [4, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16] successively improved this bound to O(n5/4) by using more
advanced techniques like quantum walks, learning graphs, variable costs quantum search and
quantum nested walks. On the other hand, the best known lower bound on the quantum
query complexity of triangle finding is the trivial Ω(n). Understanding whether the O(n5/4)
upper bound is tight or not is now the main open problem concerning the quantum query
complexity of triangle finding in dense graphs. Several quantum query algorithms for triangle
finding over sparse graphs have been constructed as well [6, 7, 8, 13].
1.2 Communication complexity of triangle finding
In this paper we consider triangle finding not in the quantum query complexity model, but in
the quantum communication complexity model. As usual when considering graph-theoretic
problems in the communication complexity setting, we assume that the edges of the graphs
are distributed among the players (in this paper we consider the most general case where the
subsets of edges owned by the players can overlap). In the two-party case, for instance, the
first player Alice receives a set of edges EA ⊆ E and the second player Bob receives a set of
edges EB ⊆ E such that EA ∪ EB = E (the intersection of these two sets is not necessarily
empty). The players must decide if the whole graph contains a triangle or not. We will use
TFkn,m to denote this distributed version of triangle finding, where k represents the number
of players, n = |V | and m is an upper bound on |E|.
The problem TF2n,n2 has been studied by Ivanyos et al. [9] and is well understood: its
bounded-error quantum communication complexity is Θ(n). Indeed, it is easy to see that
in the two-party setting triangle finding reduces to the computation of the disjointness1
function DISJn′ with n′ = n2. The upper bound then follows from the O(
√
n′)-qubit protocol
by Aaronson and Ambainis for disjointness [1]. The lower bound follows by combining the
observation that conversely disjointness can be reduced to triangle finding with the Ω(
√
n′)-
qubit lower bound on the quantum communication complexity of disjointness [19]. More
generally, for possibly sparse graphs, the bounded-error quantum communication complexity
of TF2n,m is Θ(
√
m). Note that the classical bounded-error communication complexity of this
problem is Θ(m): the upper bound follows from the trivial protocol where Alice sends all her
input to Bob and the lower bound follows from lower bounds on the classical communication
complexity of disjointness [11, 18].
1.3 Our contributions
In this paper, we consider the three-party quantum communication complexity of triangle
finding, i.e., the problem TF3n,m where the edges of the graph are distributed among three
players (Alice, Bob and Charlie). In the classical bounded-error communication complexity
setting, the communication complexity of this problem is again Θ(m), since it is not easier
than the two-party case (we can consider that one player has no edge as input). To our
knowledge the quantum communication complexity of this problem has never been studied
before the present work.
1 The disjointness function DISJn′ in the two-party setting is the following problem: Alice has a subset
x ⊆ {1, . . . , n′}, Bob has a subset y ⊆ {1, . . . , n′}, and they want to decide if x ∩ y 6= ∅.
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Note that the communication complexity of TFkn,m for any constant k > 3 is equal (up
to possible constant factors) to the communication complexity of TF3n,m, which further
motivates the study of the latter problem. Indeed, the former problem is again obviously not
easier than the latter problem and, conversely, since a triangle consists of three edges, in the
k-party case we can apply a protocol for the three-party case independently for each triple of
players (the number of such triples is constant if k is constant) in order to decide whether
the whole graph has a triangle or not.
Our main result is the following upper bound.2
I Theorem 1. The bounded-error quantum communication complexity of TF3n,m is O˜(m7/12).
Let us briefly explain the main ideas that lead to the construction of our quantum protocol
showing Theorem 1. The main part of the protocol consists of procedures simulating the
quantum query algorithm for graph collision by Magniez, Santha, and Szegedy [16]. Indeed, for
the dense case (i.e., m ≈ n2), it is fairly easy to see that a simple combination of a procedure
implementing Grover search and another procedure simulating (in the communication
complexity setting) the O˜(n2/3)-query algorithm for graph collision by Magniez, Santha, and
Szegedy [16] gives the claimed O˜(n7/6) upper bound. For sparse graphs, a first observation
is that a quantum query algorithm for graph collision exploiting the sparsity of the given
graph would help us to design an efficient quantum communication protocol for three-party
triangle finding. However, whether graph collision can be solved with O(n2/3−c) queries for
some constant c > 0 even for m = n4/3 (i.e., even when the graph is significantly sparse) is
a long-standing open problem. To overcome this difficulty we consider a variant of graph
collision, design a quantum algorithm for it based on quantum walks, and then show how to
implement this algorithm efficiently in our setting of communication complexity (exploiting
the property that each player has complete knowledge of part of the edges). We also divide the
set of vertices of the graph into two sets: the set of vertices with degree smaller than ns and
the set of vertices with degree larger than ns, where s is a parameter. This classification helps
us, via Ambainis’ variable costs quantum search technique [3], to reduce the communication
cost needed to simulate the quantum algorithm for the variant of graph collision.
Next, we investigate whether the upper bound of Theorem 1 is tight. The trivial lower
bound on the bounded-error quantum communication complexity of TF3n,m is Ω(
√
m), since
the three-party case is not easier than the two-party case. We first consider the dense case
and observe that proving any better lower bound would require a breakthrough:
I Proposition 2. If the bounded-error quantum communication complexity of TF3n,n2 is
Ω(n1+) for some constant  > 0, then the quantum query complexity of graph collision is
Ω(n1/2+).
Proposition 2 indeed shows that proving any nontrivial lower bound on the quantum
communication complexity of triangle finding would give a nontrivial lower bound on the
quantum query complexity of graph collision (proving such a lower bound is a long-standing
open problem in quantum query complexity). We then consider the sparse case. Theorem
1 implies that, for any value of m, any improvement over O˜(m7/12) for the quantum
communication complexity of TF3n,m would imply an improvement over O˜(n7/6) for TF3n,n2
(since we can apply Theorem 1 with n =
√
m). We also show the following sparse version of
Proposition 2:
2 In Theorem 1 and through the paper, the notation O˜(·) removes the polylog(n) factors.
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I Proposition 3. If the bounded-error quantum communication complexity of TF3n,m is
Ω(m4/7+) for some m (seen as a function of n) and some constant  > 0, then the quantum
query complexity of graph collision is Ω(n1/2+δ) for some δ > 0.
Proposition 3 shows that giving a lower bound of the form Ω(m4/7+) for some value m < n2,
and in particular showing that the bounds of Theorem 1 are optimal for some value of m,
would also lead to a significant breakthrough. Note nevertheless that there is a gap between
the best lower bound Ω(
√
m) on the bounded-error quantum communication complexity of
TF3n,m and the quantity Ω(m4/7) from Proposition 3. It thus still remains possible that in
the sparse regime the trivial lower bound Ω(
√
m) can be improved without any impact on
the quantum query complexity of graph collision.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Quantum communication complexity
Let A1, . . . , Ak be k finite sets. Consider k players and assume that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the
i-th player receives as input an element ai ∈ Ai. In the model of communication complexity,
first introduced in the classical two-party setting by Yao [22], the players want to compute a
function f : A1 × · · ·Ak → {0, 1} by running a protocol such that, at the end of the protocol,
each player outputs f(a1, . . . , ak), and they want to minimize the communication they need to
compute the function f . In the quantum communication model, introduced by Yao [23], the
players are allowed to communicate with qubits. More precisely, the quantum communication
complexity of a quantum protocol P is the maximum (over all inputs) number of qubits
that P sends. The bounded-error quantum communication complexity of f is the minimum
communication complexity of any quantum protocol that computes f with probability (over
the random coins used by the protocol) at least 2/3.
2.2 Quantum query complexity of graph problems
For any finite set S and any r ∈ {1, . . . , |S|} we denote X (S, r) the set of all subsets of r
elements of S.
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected and unweighted graph, where V denotes the set of
vertices and E denotes the set of edges. In the quantum query complexity setting, we only
access the set of edges E through a quantum unitary operation OG defined as follows. For
any pair {u, v} ∈ X (V, 2), any bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and any binary string z ∈ {0, 1}∗, the operation
OG maps the basis state |{u, v}〉|b〉|z〉 to the state
OG|{u, v}〉|b〉|z〉 =
{ |{u, v}〉|b⊕ 1〉|z〉 if {u, v} ∈ E,
|{u, v}〉|b〉|z〉 if {u, v} /∈ E,
where ⊕ denotes the bit parity. Consider a quantum algorithm that computes some property
of G. We say that the algorithm uses k queries if the operation OG, which is given as an
oracle, is called k times by the algorithm.
We describe below two quantum query algorithms that we will use to construct our
quantum protocol for TF3n,m in the communication complexity setting.
2.2.1 Quantum search with variable costs
Let X be a finite set of size N . Let fG : X → {0, 1} be a Boolean function depending on
the input graph G. Assume that, for each x ∈ X, there exists a checking procedure Px that
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computes fG(x) using tx queries to OG with high probability. The goal is to find an element
x ∈ X such that fG(x) = 1 if such an element exists. When we use Grover search, this task
can be solved with O(
√
N × tmax) queries with high probability, where tmax = maxx∈X tx.
Ambainis [3] proposed a more general quantum algorithm, which solves with high probability
this task using
O˜
√∑
x∈X
t2x

queries. In this paper, we call this algorithm Ambainis’ variable costs search.
2.2.2 Quantum walk over Johnson graphs
Let S be a finite set and r be an integer such that 1 ≤ r ≤ |S|. Let fG : X (S, r) → {0, 1}
be a Boolean function depending on a graph G. We say that a set A ∈ X (S, r) is marked
if fG(A) = 1. Consider the task whose goal is to find a marked set, if such a set exists,
or report that there is no marked set. Ambainis [2] developed the quantum walk search
approach, which solves this task using a quantum walk over a Johnson graph.
Let us first define Johnson graphs.
I Definition 4. Let X be a finite set and k ∈ {1, . . . , |X|}. A Johnson graph J(X, k) is an
undirected graph with vertex set X (X, k) where two vertices R,R′ ∈ X (X, k) are adjacent if
and only if |R ∩R′ | = k − 1.
The state of a quantum walk over a Johnson graph J(S, r) corresponds to a vertex of the
Johnson graph (i.e., to a set in X (S, r)). The key idea of the quantum walk search approach
is that each state A of the walk has a data structure D(A), which in general depends on G.
There are three costs of the walk to consider:
Set up cost S: The worst case number of queries to OG needed to construct D(A) for
A ∈ X (S, r).
Update cost U: The worst case number of queries to OG needed to update D(A) to D(A′)
when one step of the quantum walk is performed (i.e., a state A of the walk moves to A′
for some A′ ∈ X (S, r) such that |A ∩A′| = r − 1).
Checking cost C: The worst case number of queries to OG needed to check if the current
set A is marked by using D(A) (i.e., checking whether fG(A) = 1).
Let ε > 0 be the fraction of marked sets. The quantum walk search approach finds a marked
set if such a set exists with quantum query complexity
O˜
(
S+ 1√
ε
(√
r × U+ C)) ,
with high probability (see [2, 15]).
2.3 Graph collision
Graph collision is a variant of collision problems such as element distinctness or two-to-one
collision. In the quantum query complexity setting this problem is defined as follows. Given
a known graph G = (V,E) with |V | = n and an oracle f : V → {0, 1}, the graph collision
problem asks whether there exists an edge {a, b} ∈ E such that f(a) = f(b) = 1. The best
known upper bound on the quantum query complexity of graph collision, obtained in [16]
using quantum walks, is O˜(n2/3). No lower bound better than the trivial Ω(
√
n) is known.
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In this paper, we consider the following three-party distributed version of graph collision,
which is parametrized by two disjoint vertex sets VA, VB such that |VA| = |VB | = n:
Three-Party Graph Collision, GC3VA,VB
Alice’s input: Boolean function fA : VA → {0, 1}
Bob’s input: Boolean function fB : VB → {0, 1}
Charlie’s input: set of edges E between VA and VB
Output: GC3VA,VB (fA, fB , E) =
∨
{i,j}∈E fA(i)fB(j)
This problem can be solved using O˜(n2/3) qubits of communication by implementing,
using standard techniques (see, e.g., [5]) to convert a query algorithm into a quantum protocol,
the quantum query algorithm mentioned above since Charlie knows completely the set of
edges E of the corresponding graph.
3 Upper Bound
In this section we show a quantum protocol for TF3n,m that has O˜(m7/12)-qubit communication
complexity, which proves Theorem 1.
Let G = (V,E), with E distributed among Alice, Bob and Charlie, be the input of TF3n,m.
Let EA be the edges owned by Alice, EB be the edges owned by Bob and EC be the edges
owned by Charlie. We will write V = {v1, . . . , vn}. Let s be a parameter, to be chosen later,
such that 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.
3.1 Reduction to finding triangles in tripartite graphs
Observe that triangles with three edges in EA (or three edges in EB , or three edges in EC)
can be found without communication. Detecting if G contains a triangle with two edges in the
same set (e.g., two edges in EA and one edge in EB) can be done easily with O(
√
m)-qubit
of communication, by a straightforward reduction to the two-party case and then using the
two-party protocol from [9] described in the introduction. The hard case is detecting the
existence of a triangle with one edge in EA, one edge in EB and one edge in EC . We show
below how to reduce this problem to triangle finding in some tripartite graph.
Consider the following tripartite graph G′ . The set of vertices of G′ is the union of the
three sets I = {v11 , . . . , v1n}, J = {v21 , . . . , v2n}, and K = {v31 , . . . , v3n}. The set of edges of G
′
is EA ∪ EB ∪ EC , where EA, EB and EC are constructed from E as follows:
Put edges {v1s , v2t } and {v1t , v2s} to EA if and only if {vs, vt} ∈ EA.
Put edges {v1s , v3t } and {v1t , v3s} to EB if and only if {vs, vt} ∈ EB .
Put edges {v2s , v3t } and {v2t , v3s} to EC if and only if {vs, vt} ∈ EC .
Observe that, without communicating with each other, Alice, Bob and Charlie can
construct the tripartite graph G′ in the following sense: Alice can create EA, Bob can
create EB , and Charlie can create EC .
Note that G′ contains a triangle if and only if G contains a triangle with one edge in EA,
one edge in EB and one edge in EC . For instance, if the graph G contains a triangle consisting
of three vertices va, vb, vc in V such that Alice has the edge {va, vb} ∈ EA, Bob has the edge
{va, vc} ∈ EB , and Charlie has the edge {vb, vc} ∈ EC , then the tripartite graph G′ contains
the triangle with three edges {v1a, v2b} ∈ EA, {v1a, v3c} ∈ EB and {v2b , v3c} ∈ EC .
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3.2 Protocol for dense graphs
The dense case is easy to deal with: we can simply combine Grover search (implemented in
a distributed setting) with the protocol for graph collision mentioned in Section 2.3. This
gives a quantum protocol with communication complexity O˜(
√
n × n2/3) = O˜(n7/6). For
later reference we state this upper bound as follows.
I Proposition 5. The bounded-error quantum communication complexity of TF3n,n2 is
O˜(n7/6).
3.3 Classifying the vertices of G′
For any vertex v in G′ , let us denote the degree of v by dv. For any v ∈ I, let us denote the
set of neighbors in J of v by N IJ (v), and denote the set of neighbors in K of v by N IK(v).
For any v ∈ J , let us denote the set of neighbors in I of v by NJI (v), and denote the set of
neighbors in K of v by NJK(v). For any v ∈ K, let us denote the set of neighbors in I of v by
NKI (v), and denote the set of neighbors in J of v by NKJ (v). Alice, Bob, and Charlie classify
all vertices in I into two sets:
Ish = {v ∈ I | |N IJ (v)| ≥ ns or |N IK(v)| ≥ ns},
Isl = I \ Ish,
all vertices in J into two sets:
Jsh = {v ∈ J | |NJI (v)| ≥ ns or |NJK(v)| ≥ ns},
Jsl = J \ Jsh,
all vertices in K into two sets:
Ksh = {v ∈ K | |NKI (v)| ≥ ns or |NKJ (v)| ≥ ns},
Ksl = K \Ksh.
We will say that a vertex v of G′ is s-high if v ∈ Ish ∪ Jsh ∪ Ksh, and say it is s-low if
v ∈ Isl ∪ Jsl ∪Ksl .
The classification of I can be done with O˜( mns ) bits of communication as follows. Since
Alice holds the set of edges EA between I and J , Alice knows, with no communication,
the set {v ∈ I | |N IJ (v)| ≥ ns}. Then Alice sends this set to both Bob and Charlie with
O˜( |EA|ns ) = O˜(
m
ns ) bits of communication. Since Bob holds the set of edges EB between I
and K, Bob knows, with no communication, the set {v ∈ I | |N IK(v)| ≥ ns}, and then sends
this set to both Alice and Charlie with O˜( |EB |ns ) = O˜(
m
ns ) bits of communication. Thus they
obtain the sets Ish and Isl with O˜( mns )-bit communication. Similarly, they can obtain the
classifications of J and K using O˜( mns ) bits of communication.
3.4 Finding a triangle with a low vertex
The following proposition is the main technical contribution of this paper.
I Proposition 6. The existence of a triangle of G′ containing at least one s-low vertex can
be checked in O˜(
√
mns/6) qubits of communication.
Proof. Let us consider, without loss of generality, the case where Alice, Bob, and Charlie
check if G′ has a triangle with an s-low vertex in Isl . In this case, Alice simulates Ambainis’
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variable costs search over Isl . The goal is to find one vertex (in Isl ) of a triangle of G
′ . For
each i ∈ Isl the checking procedure Pi of the search decides if there exists an edge {j, k} ∈ EC
such that {i, j, k} is a triangle of G′ . The checking procedure Pi can be simulated as follows.
Let us fix i ∈ Isl . Let q be a parameter to be chosen later such that 0 ≤ q ≤
1. Alice and Bob define two bijective functions: giA : {1, . . . , |N IJ (i)|} → N IJ (i), and
giB : {|N IJ (i)| + 1, . . . , |N IJ (i)| + |N IK(i)|} → N IK(i), respectively. Then Alice and Bob
send |N IJ (i)| and |N IK(i)| to Charlie. After receiving the two values |N IJ (i)| and |N IK(i)|,
Charlie simulates the following quantum walk search AiW in order to check if there ex-
ists an edge in EC that forms a triangle of G′ with i. The walk AiW searches for a set
R ∈ X ({1, . . . , |N IJ (i)|+ |N IK(i)|},
⌈
(|Nj(i)|+ |N IK(i)|)q
⌉
) = X ({1, . . . , di}, ddqi e) which con-
tains two indices x ∈ {1, . . . , |N IJ (i)|} and y ∈ {|N IJ (i) + 1, . . . , |N IJ (i) + |N IK(i)|} such that
{i, giA(x), giB(y)} is a triangle of G
′ . When the set of marked sets is not empty, the fraction
of marked sets is
ε = Ω
((|N IJ (i)|+ |N IK(i)|)2(q−1)) = Ω(d2(q−1)i ) .
The data structure D(R) stores {(x, giA(x)) | x ∈ R ∩ {1, . . . , |N IJ (i)|}} and {(y, giB(y)) | y ∈
R ∩ {|N IJ (i)|+ 1, . . . , |N IJ (i)|+ |N IK(i)|}}. In order to construct this data structure D(R) of
the initial state of the walk, Charlie asks Alice to send the vertex giA(r) to him if r ≤ |N IJ (i)|,
and asks Bob to send the vertex giB(r) to him if r > |N IJ (i)|, for each r ∈ R. More precisely,
for any r ∈ R, Alice and Bob perform the following unitary operators Ogi
A
, Ogi
B
to the basis
state |r〉|0〉, respectively, where |0〉 consisting of dlogne qubits. For any r ∈ R, the unitary
operator Ogi
A
maps the basis state |r〉|0〉 to the state
Ogi
A
|r〉|0〉 =
{ |r〉|giA(r)〉 if r ≤ |N IJ (i)|,
|r〉|0〉 if r > |N IJ (i)|.
For any r ∈ R, the unitary operator Ogi
B
maps the basis state |r〉|0〉 to the state
Ogi
B
|r〉|0〉 =
{ |r〉|giB(r)〉 if r > |N IJ (i)|,
|r〉|0〉 if r ≤ |N IJ (i)|.
Thus the setup communication cost of this walk is SC = O˜(|R|) = O˜(dqi ) qubits. The update
communication cost is UC = O˜(1) qubits, and the checking communication cost is CC = 0.
Thus Charlie can simulate, with high probability, the quantum walk search AiW with
O˜
(
SC +
√
1/ε
(
|R|1/2 × UC + CC
))
= O˜(dqi + d
1−q/2
i ), (1)
qubits of communication. Setting q = 23 gives the upper bound O˜(d
2/3
i ).
For each i ∈ Isl , Alice, Bob and Charlie can thus implement Pi with O˜(d2/3i ) qubits of
communication. Alice can therefore simulate Ambainis’ variable costs search with
O˜
√√√√∑
i∈Is
l
(
d
2/3
i
)2 .
qubits of communication. To analyze this upper bound, we divide the set of s-low vertices
Isl into subsets Isl,p = {i ∈ Isl | 2p−1 ≤ di ≤ 2p}, for p = 1, . . . , dlognse. Note that
|Isl,p| = O( m2p−1 ), for each p = 1, . . . , dlognse. The quantum communication complexity of
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the quantum protocol is thus
O˜
√∑
i∈Is
l
d
4/3
i
 = O˜

√√√√ds logne∑
p=1
|Isl,p|(2p)4/3

= O˜

√√√√ds logne∑
p=1
m
2p−1 (2
p)4/3

= O˜
(√
ds logne ×m(2s logn)1/3
)
= O˜
(√
m(ns)1/3
)
= O˜
(√
mns/6
)
,
as claimed. J
3.5 Putting everything together
Checking if G′ contains a triangle can be divided into four problems:
1. Checking if G′ contains a triangle with one vertex in Isl , another vertex in J , and the
other vertex in K.
2. Checking if G′ contains a triangle with one vertex in I, another vertex in Jsl , and the
other vertex in K.
3. Checking if G′ contains a triangle with one vertex in I, another vertex in J , and the
other vertex in Ksl .
4. Checking if G′ contains a triangle with one vertex in Ish, another vertex in Jsh, the other
vertex in Ksh.
Cases 1, 2 and 3 can be solved with O˜(
√
mns/6) qubits of communication, from Proposition
6. For case 4 (checking if G′ contains a triangle with three s-high vertices), Alice, Bob, and
Charlie directly use Proposition 5. Since Ish = O( mns ), Jsh = O(
m
ns ), and Ksh = O(
m
ns ), Case 4
can be solved with O˜
((
m
ns
)7/6) qubits of communication.
Thus the total communication cost of the quantum protocol for TF3n,m is
O˜
(
m
ns
+m1/2ns/6 + m
7/6
n7s/6
)
,
which is optimized by taking s such that ns = m1/2, giving the final quantum communication
complexity of O˜(m7/12).
4 Lower Bounds
In this section we give the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3. Let us denote by QGC(n) the
quantum query complexity of graph collision, when parametrized by graphs with n vertices.
Proof of Proposition 2. From the construction of the protocol giving the bound of Proposi-
tion 5, it follows that there exists a quantum protocol which computes, with high probability,
TF3n,n2 with O˜(
√
n×QGC(n)) qubits of communication. Thus, an Ω(n1+) lower bound on
the bounded quantum communication complexity of TF3n,n2 for some constant  > 0 implies
an Ω(n1/2+) lower bound on the quantum query complexity of graph collision. J
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Proof of Proposition 3. Let s be a parameter such that 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. From Section 3.5 and
the construction of the protocol giving the bound of Proposition 5, it follows that there exists
a quantum communication protocol which computes TF3n,m with bounded-error quantum
communication complexity
O˜
(
m
ns
+m1/2ns/6 +
√
m
ns
×QGC(m/ns)
)
.
Suppose an Ω(m4/7+) lower bound on the bounded-error quantum communication complexity
of TF3n,m for some constant  > 0. Setting ns = m3/7+6 gives the upper bound
O˜
(
m4/7+ +m2/7−3 ×QGC(m4/7−6)
)
.
This implies the claimed lower bound Ω(n
2/7+4
4/7−6 ) on the quantum query complexity of graph
collision. J
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